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ABSTRACT
Opportunities for maxnrnsmg corporate revenues
through plant-wide intelligent control are being considered in ferroalloy plants world -w ide. F erroalloy
processes are typically large scale, multistage, multiple-variable, non- linear, with long- time delays, high
rea ction rate and usua lly unstable operations . The
relationships between the process variab les and operation parameters are comp lex and difficult to predict
using traditional process contro l and modelling techmques, which requires a fresh approach to automation.
Artificial intelligence techniques such as expert systems and neural networks have been utilised and
proved to be beneficial not only in understanding the
behaviour of the processes but also in intelligently
controlling the operation in terms of prediction and
optimisation .
Gensym ™ G2 C]9 real- time expert system and
Pavilion"! Process - Insights * neural networks have
been used together to develop an intelligent control
system to control a ferroalloy plant in South Africa.
The architecture and functionality of the system and
the reasons why expert systems and neural networks
are needed for the intelligent control system are dis-

cussed. Some of the results achieved by using the intelligent control system are illustrated specific ally.
The advantages and limitations of the intelligent control are briefly highlighted.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important requirements in ferroalloy
production is to maintain a high stability of furnace
operation. A ferro alloy plant usually consists of four
systems:
• raw materials handling,
• submerged arc furna ce,
• gas recovery,
• utilities.
The submerged arc furnace used in the production of
ferroalloy is a very complicated unit operation, in
which solid, liquid and gaseous phases coexist. The
physical and chemical processes that are taking place
inside the furnace includ e heat transfer, oxidisa tion,
reduction, material melting and gas generation.
Due to the ill-understood slag/metal behaviour , very
high temperature and thick brick wall it is impossible
to measure many of the critical process variables directly. Hence , internal process conditions indicating
current furnace behaviour, such as temperature and
composition of slag/metal have to be inferred. Other
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difficultie s in controll ing plant production could be
summaris ed as fo llows:
• process non - linearity;
ill - understoo d first - principles of physical and
chemical mechanism s;
• highly inter- reactive process parameter s;
inherent variabi lity of process time- delays;
• inadequate and uncertain measurem ent;
the need to incorpora te process. safety and environmental considera tions;
• time lags between sample taking and lab resu lts;
unstable external variables such a~ feed -stock
compositi on, ambient temperatu re and press ure,
etc. ;
• link between process parameter s and cost of produ ction.
Due t o the difficul t ies in understan ding and controlling the complicate d systems' actual production depends large ly on t he 'gut-feel' knowledge and intu ition of experts who have many years of experience in
the production and plant operation . These experts
es timate the furnace operation conditions on the basis
of informatio n obtained from hundreds of plant me as urements via a traditiona l s upervisory con trol system, and take appropria te actions accord ing to the
es t imated operating conditions of the plant.

2. Knowled ge Represen tation
The task of performin g intelligent process con trol is
complex, and · requires capturing , handling and manipulation of operationa l and theoretica l knowledge .
Genera ll y speaking, there are two sources of working
knowledg e:
• Intensive knowledge : a detai led knowledge of the
interna l forces acting on the furnace , including
operationa l kn owledge. T his knowledge is termed
'know -how ', and includes causal knowledge of the
how process variab les affect each other. This
knowledg e cou ld be represente d in a set of mathematical eq uations, or a set of operationa l ru les.
Extensive knowledge : in the case of ill - understoo d
processes , the in tensive knowledge is unavailabl e.
I n this case historical data of past operation must
be used to gain plant knowledge . This knowledge
is ca ll ed 'know-wh at' and is the other source of
knowledg e, i. e. knowledge gained from intelligent observatio n of the process.
The combinati on of these two sources of furnace
knowledg e are comb in ed toget he r to produce an integrated and kn owledge intensive pla nt model. This
model incorporat es the combined knowledge of the
fu rnace o pera t ion, and runs in parallel to t h e process, and seen in t he fo ll owi n g drawing:

Real
plant

Knowledge
intensive model

~---C~o-n-tr...o!I~

....--....

Control $ystems:
observed
behaviour

Deviation
analyzer

Figure 1: Intelligent contrnI system block diagram
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In figure 1 , the real plant'S performance is continu ously measured by its real time data collecting devices
such as PLC. DCS , etc. The ' collection of real time
data is called the 'observed behaviour', which represents the data that tells the system what is happening
in the furnace at any given time.
The knowledge intensive model is a detail representation of plant knowledge using neural network techniques for data analysis and expert system techniques
for operating rules in an integra ted fashion. This
model runs in real time and in parallel to the process.
It continuously generates what is called 'expected behaviour' - i. e, the behaviour patterns that the human
expert expects the furna ce to perform .
In the case of deviation , i. e. when expected behaviour of the furnace does not comply with its observed behaviour, a deviation analysis is being performed to identify the correct response to this deviation. The result is a recommended control command
suggesting a change to the furnace operating conditions (such as setpoint change) that is sent back to
the furnace, and represents the control loop.
The user may decide to deploy the suggested command or ignore it, as the system in its current configuration serves in an advisory mode. However, as
trust in the system builds up, it is designed to operate in a totally automatic fashion.
In some cases expected behaviour and observed behaviour do not correlate; not because the real plant is
misbehaving , but rather because the model is incomplete. In such cases a command is sent to the model
to change (or update), .and this is the learning loop.
Neural network technology is suitable for such tasks,
and real time, on- line network training is a well-developed technique.
An intelligent process control system that is following these principles has been developed and deployed
by KBE for a ferroalloy smelting furnace at one of
the furnaces in a leading South African firm. The
knowledge intensive model errwloyed consists of a
Gensym" ! G2 * real- time expert system for opera tion rules and intensive furnace knowledge, and
Pavilion"! Process -Insights* neural networks which

capture the extensive furnace knowledge.

3. EXPERT SYSTEM
The operational know-how and knowledge gained by
expert operators is captured and represented in an expert system.
In this case, the off-the·· shelf
Gensym" ! G2 * real -time expert was selected. The
Expert system portion of intelligent process ccntrol
can only be applied when operational knowledge can
be logically represented in a cause / affect manner or
in a mathematical form.
For example, a situation when air is leaking into the
furnace can be represented by two rules:
• the rate of change of the furnace roof temperature
over a certain period of time,
• the recent change in the average value of CO/C02
ratio of the furnace off-gases.
By continuously measuring the data and invoking
these rules the expert system is able to detect the
ingress of air into the furnace. When this situ a tion is
detected, -the expert system makes the operator
aware of the situation and advisees him / her of the
most appropriate actions to follow.
Some actions could be to validate the situation, such
as the following message:
"air is leaking into furnace, please check the air--sealing around the furnace and report to the production
engineer".
In more sever cases the system may even suggest to
switch the furnace off. The process, which the system performs automatically, is very similar to that
the human operator performs, and includes:
data reading,
• data manipulation.
• inferencing,
• reasoning and judgement,
• propose control commands.
In practice, the expert system rules dealing with air
leaks are hard coded, ·and are using English- like
rules. These rules are structured so that any production personnel can view them and maintain them.
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4. NEURAL NETWORKS
The air-leaking example above makes use of causal
knowledge that ties many process variables .and tim.ing together in a certain relationship. This . knowledge is ideally dealt with in an expert system, and is
known as 'temporal reasoning'. However, ,·expert
systems cannot be applied to knowledge that cannot
be represented logically or in a causal relationship, or ·
if these relationships are unclear.
Furnace operation requires knowledge of its internal
process conditions. The immediate knowledge of
metal composition and metal/ slag tonnage, or better
still, production costs , is critical to optimised furnace operation, and in most cases is .not readily available . These types of variables could either be measured externally to the process, for example laboratory analysis, which introduces major delays in making them available, or cannot be directly measured at
all. These process variables could then be inferred on
from other ones that are easier to measure on line.
As mentioned earlier, the relationships between the
internal furnace operating variables and the measured
process parameters are not well understood. The only way to quantify these relationships is to examine
the history of past operation. Neural networks
proved to be an efficient tool for such a task.
Conceptually, first principle models are most appealing to predict furnace operating conditions. Such
models are based on applied science like mathematics, chemistry and thermodyna mics. Such models allow the_ user to obtain a good insight understanding
of the process, and one can safely extrapolate new
operating conditions not yet experienced. However,
even when applying broad simplification assumptions, this approach requires a great deal of processing time and high level expertise to develop, and may
not guarantee success.
While the analytical approach gained wide acceptance , it was faced with tremendous difficulties. Developers resorted to sta tistics, and developed statisti-
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ea! models of furnace behaviour. However, statis tical
modelling requ_ires specialised knowledge of bo t h statistical methods and process understanding, and byancl- large suffers from the limitation of linearity (i. e.
a linear representation of a non-linear world) 1 · 2 •
With the emergence of neural network technology , a
I)ew avenue became available to the industry, for developing high fidelity process models that a re data
driven. In this approach , the model uses existing historical data to gain insights into the process dynamics. Neural networks proved to be a very successful
approach for model building, to predict and control
the behaviour of many manufacturing processes 3- 16 •
Artificial neural networks 1 1. 12 • 13 represent a set of
powerful mathema tical techniques for modelling ,
control and optimisation that "learns" processes dynamics directly from historical data.
In figure 2 above , there is a ferroalloy process that
has multiple inputs (such as raw material, temperature, composition, slag basicity, etc . ) , with one or
more desired output target functions (such as production cost, plant profit, power consumption ,
etc. ). The output target function could be referred
to as key performance indicators, which need to be
predicted and optimised, and so define the success
(or otherwise) of the process.
The neural network model learns the process dynamics from historical data so as to predict the desired
outputs that closely match the actual outputs.
An important function of intelligent control sys tems
is to know how to set cont rollable input variables, in
order to achieve desired output targets by referencing
other controllable input variables. This can be done
by the setpoint capability ofthe neural network model. By fixing a desired values for the output target
functions, the model will generate an optimised setpoint solution for the input variables under the current operational conditions, which is coupled with
the knowledge of the sensitivity of the specific outputs to each input parameter.
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Proce$S Inputs

Process outputs

Figure 2: Neural network control model
A neural network model is another form of data abstraction . This data abstracti on could then be used
by the operator and be integrate d with the expert
system for further manipula tion.
In its basic form, a neural network model could be
used to predict key performa nce indicator s from a set
of input data. Process Insights * has a few unique
advantag es that make it an ideal tool for process control:
• The basic assumpt ion of a typica,l neural network
(and any statistica l analysis for that matter) is
that the input vector has no interdepe ndencies between its various paramete rs. This is not the case
in process control, where there is a great deal of
interdep endency between many of the input
vector's paramete rs. For example , there is a critical dependen cy between steam flowing into a heat
exchang er and the pressure differenc e across the
heat exchange r. Process Insights deals with this
in a novel manner, by simultan eously training two
network s: one to de-coupl e the interdepe ndencies
of the input vector, and another one to predict the
outputs.
• A normal network deals with instantan eous mapping of the input variables to the defined outputs.
Howeve r, in process modellin g one needs to take
cognise of the fact that there are internal process
time lags. Here too, Process Insights can deal
with the fact that each process variable may have
a different time lag (or time lead) between the

time a disturban ce is introduce d to an input and
the time it is manifest ed itself in the output variable.
• The most common task of a neural network model
is to predict new outputs from a set of inputs.
However , while predictio n on its own is very useful, optimisa tion is what one keeps in mind when
talks about intelligen t process control. For this
reason Process Insights model can be inverted ,
and from setting output requirem.e nts it can be
used to predict inputs (setpoin ts) to achieve these
requirem ents .

Advantage of Neural Network Model
Neural network "learns" a full non-line ar high- dimensiona l response surface of the process dynamic s
from the process data of the plant. Neural network
uses very simple functions in the hidden layers (typically sigmoida l) , but it combine s these function s in a
multiple- layer nested structur e, and it has been
shown that any function can be approxim ated by neural network 1 • More details on the use of neural networks and the back-pro pagation algorithm could be
found in the articles 11 • 13 • 14 • The major advantag es of
the neural network approach to the processe s related
to ferroallo y processe s can be drawn as the follow111g:

The model requires little human expertis e; the
same neural network algorithm will work for
many different systems 1 · 15 ,
• The model allows for a non-line ar, more realistic
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model;
• The model can achieve much more accurate results
than traditional model techniques for complex
( namely
first- principles
and
processes
sta tis ties) 1 ·1 5 • 15 ;
• The model is relatively insensitive to typical process noise 1 ;
• Model execution is very fast.

Limitations of Neural Network Modelling Approach
Neural networks could be viewed as universal approximators to many different problems. It is tempting, therefore, to mistakenly view the neural network approach to the metallurgical processes as a
panacea 2 • Neural networks represent, in some sense,
a revolutionary approach to multiple-dimensional
non-linear modelling in order to predict and control
typical ferroalloy processes. At the same time, neural networks share the same limitation as any empiri cal or regression modelling techniques would have.
The main limitations of using neural network models
can be .s ummarised:
• require large amount of data to build a model (as a
rule of thumb, data point for each variable is 50
times of the total variables including inputs and
outputs) 15 ;
• limited in their validity to the regions of data used
to build the model
• no direct causal relationship the actual process
could be drawn from the model;
• the model is only valid for the regions of the data
used for its training. No extrapolation outside of
these limits is of any validity;

5, PLANT OPTIMISATION
The big challenge in optimising plant operations 1s
not only to quantify a production mode that can yield
better business results, but also how to get from the
current production mode to the more optimised
mode. In many cases the actual route one takes in
moving to the more optimised operating position can
be more important than identifying that position itself, for the following reasons:
• One needs to make sure that in moving on the
route to an optimised operation, one does not
compromise safety procedures;
• That the route is not producing off-specifications
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products;
That the route does not produce by- products
which are environmentally hazardous;
• That the route is not a lengthy one, but rather
faster than the internal process dynamics;
• That the des_tabilising the operation.
All of these and other considerations need to be continuously evaluated. In this case, the novel approach
of combining neural networks with expert systems
provides with a great deal of benefits to the use r.
Neural networks are very efficient in identifying process gains, and producing steady-state optimisers . In
this case, the expert system was programmed with
many production and safety rules that interfaced with
the neural network model to capture some of the operation dynamics rules and constraints.
Generally speaking, intelligent control can have two
modes of operation: it can perform a close - loop automatic control, or open-loop in and advisory mode .
When in advisory control, the system's task is to advise a human operator who must" use operational
judgement in accepting or rejecting the system's recommendation. In a close-loop operation, the intelli gent control system will automatically deploy a control strategy deemed fit for the current process circumstances.
In both modes, the intelligent control system evaluates the situation and continuously monitors the
plant's performance. In our case the system was de-.
signed to close the loop, but in the initial stage it is
used in an advisory mode. Any control strategy is
suggested to the use through an intelligent man -machine interface ( MMI) component, which handles
system messages and gt1ides the user through the
process.

6. PRACTICAL ISSUES IN BUILDING NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR FURNACE
INTELLIGENT CONTROL
The Smelting Process
The smelting process used for ferroalloy production
includes five types of variables, which are classified
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as inputs of the processes:
• raw material information;
• electrical utility information;
electrode/blown gas information;
• refractory information;
• coolant information.

other software bridge supplies the transfer between
expert system and the plant Moore DCS. The bridge
between the RTSC and a database is required when
the neural network model needs to be trained online. The relationship between Process Insights , the
run-time software controller CRTSC), the G2 expe rt
system, the DCS and the plant is illustrated in figure

The outputs of the processes includes the following:
• metal-mass;
• metal -composition;
• metal-temperature;
• slag-mass;
• slag-composition;
• slag-tempera tu re;
gas-volume;
• gas- composition;
• gas-tempera tu re.

3.

In addition, other variables are usually used to evaluate process economics. These include:
• electricity consumption (kWh/ton);
• raw material consumption (t/ton):
• electrode consumption (kg/ton):
refractory consumption (kg/ton)
• production cost ($/ton);
• production profit ($/day);
• Production rate.

Software Configuration
The software products used for the intelligent control
system are as the following:

1. Gensym G2 expert system;
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pavilion run-time software controller CRTSC);
bridge between G2 and RTSC
bridge between G2 and the DCS
bridge to LIMS Clab information system)

In order to run the neural network model on- line, the
_RTSC had to be implemented. This software runs
the furnace neural network model, and supplies both_
the prediction of parameters which cannot be measured, and the set-points for the controllable input
variables of the process.
The expert system is able to communicate with the
RTSC via a specially designed software bridge. An-

Control Functions
The functions of the intelligent control system can be
briefly summarised as the following:
• Production-cost optimisation
Process prediction
Operation advisory
• Intelligent alarm
• Event management
Result display
• Report management
• System security

7. PROJECT EXECUTION
The initial phase of the project was to develop a i;ieural network model of the furnace based on available
operation data. The role of the model was two folds:
• To serve as a proof of concept to ensure that a
technology solution could work for a complex furnace control;
• To quantify potential saving which can serve for
financial justification for the entire project.
During the first phase of three months, a good model
was built which shows that potentially the client
could reduce production costs by up to 30 %( ! ) . Th.e
road was then opened for a full implementation of the
system.
The neural network run duri-ng the latter half of 1997
has provided better than expected accuracy. Rsquared (Co- efficient of determination) for the model
was 0. 887, which implies that 88. 7 % of the variance
of the furnace's output is predicted by the model.
A sensitivity analysis was then conducted, giving the
influence of every input parameter on each output parameter. The different inputs are sorted in a p1<ority
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order for individual output, so that the most important ones are immediately identified. This provided
us with an indication where to concentrate our efforts

to maximise the return. The most sens1t1ve process
variables were given priority in defining 4nd implementing an intelligent control strategy.
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· Figure 3: Dependency between power consumption and production costs

In this phase some interesting and surprising results
were detected. For example, figure 3 above shows
how power consumption influences total production
costs (please note that the original figures are
hidden).
Sensitivity is defined as:
. . .
aoutk
Senit1v1ty= - .a1ni
Sensitivity of output versus certain input is not constant across the total range of the data set. In principle, there are four possible types of sensitivity analysis between any input an output:
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From the drawings above ·it is evident that the relationship between power consumption and production
costs is non-liear, non-monotonic . This meas that
the prediction of the of power consumption on production costs is very situational. Furthermore, control over such a relationship is very complex and
could not be achieved with traditional techniques such
as PID. Power consuption and other parameters
which display similar behaviour are mostly controlled
manually, and hence achieve sub-optimum conditions.
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is easy to investigate the effect of changing one or
several inputs on the outputs by running the model in
prediction mode.

utput

inpt1t ·

Process limitations such as hard constraints, rate
constraints, and fuzzy constraints were impos ed upon
each independent input and dependent input in accorda nce with the actual plant operational environment.
The consequent affect on the output parameter~ was
investigated .

Figure 3: linear relationship
Rate constraints are specified as non- negative numbers that limit the variable's rate of change, tha t is,
how far in ea'ch direction a recommended set-point res ult is allowed to differ from the variable's initial value.

utput

input
Figure 3: non-linear, monotonic
relationship
utput

Fu zzy constraints specify undesirable regions that the
solution should avoid if possible, but which can be
transgressed, if necessary .
The model will never produce a solution that violates
hard constraints and rate constraints . It will always
try to find a solution that satisfies the specified fu zzy
constraints, but it may be that no such a soluti on exis ts. In the later case, the "best" solution will be one
that least violates the fu zzy constraints.

8. SYSTEM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
input
Figure 3: non-linear, nonmonotonic relationship
utput

input
Figure 4: no causal relationship
What-if Analysis
What - if analysis allows the user to simulate different
operating conditions without disturbing the plant. It

The design philosophy that was adopted in this project was as follows:
• The system is designed not to duplicate the existing process control and supervisory system, which
is in this case was a Moore DCS.
• The system was designed to be a supplement to
the DCS in that it is linked directly to the process
control network a nd reads real time process data
directly from the furn ace's data logging facilities .
However, it does not include any traditional control function such as interlocks, PID loop control,
normal alarms, etc.
• The system is designed to have the capability of
operating in an advisory mode (open-loop) and
automatic mode (close-loop) .
In an advisory mode, the system includes powerful man-machine interface that automatically navigates the user through changing screens of process
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'

•

•

•

•

diagrams and detailed instructions as to what
needs to be done.
The user can override the system at any time.
While this is done, the system logs its recommendations and the operator's actions to special reports. These reports are then used for auditing
the system's performance as well as the operators
* reactions. This is done to continuously improve
on the system's performance and operators * acceptance.
Facilities are included to automate routine functions such as start- up and shut-clown. These procedures are designed to be entered and maintained
by production personnel, with minimal interaction
with system engineers.
It was envisaged that there would be a need to
more than one neural network model to capture
the breath of furnace operation knowledge. For
this reason, the system is designed so that as
many neural networks model as needed could be
integrated. For example, the same model is
trained on 24-hour data and 1-minute data. Each
model address different furnace dynamics for different use. The 24-hour model is used more to optimise long term financial issues while the 1minute is used to identify dynamic changes to the
furnace operation.
The expert system portion is loaded with plant operational knowledge that was obtained from production experts in an extensive knowledge elicitation phase. This knowledge is running along side
the neural ~etwork models, and invokes the relevant model as and when it is needed.
The extensive man -machine interface that is used
for communicating plant conditions and recommendations to the operators is using expert systems technology. This provides for intelligent
guidance of the operator through the process complexity, and is simplifying the complexity of the
intelligent control system.

9. CONCLUSION
· The combinations of neural n.etworks and expert systems have major benefits in controlling ill - understood
processes such as ferroalloy production. It helps in
predicting events, controlling costs and guides the
users to more optimum conditions.
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Such a project requires total commitment and dedication from operation management, and full participation of the operating personnel in the diff• ' t nhqses
of the project.
Some of the important lessons learnt:
• Always select a mechanically stable furnace to deploy intelligent control on. Unstable furnace
shifts the focus of the operators to other issues,
and reduces the observed benefits.
• It is recommended that an intelligent control system becomes an integral part of the control sys tern. This is quite simple to achieve in a green
field case, but may be more clifficul t in a brown
field case.
It is highly recommended that the supervisory system (the screen the operators use) become the
same for the standard control and the intelligent
control to achieve maximum benefits.
• Although an intelligent control system is not a
mission critical one, it is recommenclecl to build it
with high availability function. This investment
may support (and in cases of failure) subs titute
the control system.
• It is quite easy to fall into a trap and train neural
network on process noise, which is quite high in
ferroalloy processes. Special care must then be
given, and the models must be well validated before deploying it in a control system.
• The rule base development must involve to management as well as operational staff. A few good
rules are better than many poor ones.
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